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Abstract

We explore generating factual and accurate ta-
bles from the parametric knowledge of large
language models (LLMs). While LLMs have
demonstrated impressive capabilities in recreat-
ing knowledge bases and generating free-form
text, we focus on generating structured tabular
data, which is crucial in domains like finance
and healthcare. We examine the table gener-
ation abilities of four state-of-the-art LLMs:
GPT-3.5, GPT-4, Llama2-13B, and Llama2-
70B, using three prompting methods for table
generation: (a) full-table, (b) row-by-row; (c)
cell-by-cell. For evaluation, we introduce a
novel benchmark, WIKITABGEN which con-
tains 100 curated Wikipedia tables. Tables are
further processed to ensure their factual correct-
ness and manually annotated with short natural
language descriptions. Our findings reveal that
table generation remains a challenge, with GPT-
4 reaching the highest accuracy at 19.6%. Our
detailed analysis sheds light on how various
table properties, such as size, table popular-
ity, and numerical content, influence generation
performance. This work highlights the unique
challenges in LLM-based table generation and
provides a solid evaluation framework for fu-
ture research. Our code, prompts and data are
all publicly available.1

1 Introduction

Large language models (LLMs) (Brown et al.,
2020; Chowdhery et al., 2022; Kadavath et al.,
2022; Touvron et al., 2023a) are pre-trained on
vast amounts of text which include scientific ar-
ticles, encyclopedic knowledge, and importantly,
tabular data (Elazar et al., 2023; Fang et al., 2024).
Therefore, during pre-training, LLMs encode a
significant amount of factual information in their
parameters. Past work has shown that, based on
their parametric knowledge, LLMs have the poten-
tial to elicit fairly accurate facts for tasks such as

1https://github.com/analysis-bots/WikiTabGen

Table description
“Create a table with the detailed information about 
the achievements of Susen Tiedtke from 1987 to 2000”

Columns
year, competition, venue, position

(A) Full Table (B) Row-by-row

LLM Table Generation Methods

(C) Cell-by-cell

venue

Birmingham

Tokyo

…

position

3rd

5th

…

year

1987

1991

…

competition

European Junior

World Championship

…

Output Table

Figure 1: An example LLM-based table generation task,
using three alternative prompting methods.

recreating knowledge bases (KBs) (Petroni et al.,
2019; AlKhamissi et al., 2022; Cohen et al., 2023)
and generating Wikipedia-like articles (Shao et al.,
2024). Given the promising results on free-form
text and knowledge bases, our work explores the
task of generating tabular data from the parametric
knowledge of LLMs. Tabular data, being a struc-
tured representation, is widespread in real-world
sources and, unlike free-form text, is typically used
to represent large amounts of complex information.
Tabular data is essential in sectors such as finance
and healthcare (Chen et al., 2021; Johnson et al.,
2016), where data is further analyzed using statisti-
cal methods, and visualization tools (Berant et al.,
2018; Shen et al., 2021).

A key research question, is to what extent can
the parametric knowledge of LLMs be used to gen-
erate factual and accurate tables. To this end, our
work focuses on evaluating the capability of LLMs
to generate tabular data, given an input description
of the table’s content and a list of its columns. Past
research has focused on tabular reasoning over ex-
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isting input tables (Pasupat and Liang, 2015; Chen
et al., 2020a, 2021), or on eliciting factual knowl-
edge from LLMs in the context of KBs or free-
form text (Petroni et al., 2019; Mallen et al., 2022).
In contrast to these works, generating tables from
LLMs’ parametric knowledge presents unique chal-
lenges, as it requires understanding the table struc-
ture and perform long-form reasoning (Shaham
et al., 2022) on potentially hundreds of entries.

To address the problem of long-form table gener-
ation we implement three distinct prompting meth-
ods: (a) generating the full table all at once, (b)
row-by-row generation, and (c) cell-by-cell gen-
eration. The latter two methods use a modular
prompting approach (Khot et al., 2023), where one
instance of the LLM is prompted to generate ta-
ble keys, i.e. unique identifiers of the table’s en-
tries, while another is prompted to generate either
a full table row (row-by-row) or single table cell
(cell-by-cell). Fig. 1 presents an example flow of
LLM-based table generation in our setting. The
target table is described as “the achievements of
(long jumper) Susen Tidtke from 1987 to 2000” and
has four table columns:year, competition, venue
and position. The first two columns (underlined)
are the key columns of the table. We then use either
the full-table, row-by-row, or cell-by-cell method
in order to generate the target table.

To evaluate the table generation capabilities of
LLMs, we introduce the WIKITABGENbenchmark.
Each instance consists of a table description, a list
of columns and the ground-truth table. We build a
robust evaluation set by processing 100 Wikipedia
tables, avoiding tables that are incomplete or con-
tain subjective information. While WIKITABGEN

has 100 tables overall, we note that the average
number of tokens per table is 1,457 tokens, signifi-
cantly larger than in past tabular generation tasks
(Parikh et al., 2020; Nan et al., 2022). WIKITAB-
GEN contains diverse tables with respect to several
properties, namely: their size (number of rows,
columns and cells); the portion of numerical con-
tent (numbers and dates); and the table popularity,
indicating its prevalence in the LLM pre-training
data (Mallen et al., 2022). Our experiments and
subsequent analysis describe how each of these
properties affects table generation performance.

For our table generation experiments we evalu-
ated four popular LLMs: GPT-3.5, GPT-4, Llama2-
13B, and Llama2-70B (Touvron et al., 2023b;
Achiam et al., 2023). Our results reveal that

generating tables from the parametric knowl-
edge of LLMs remains an open problem, as our
top-performing model GPT-4, with row-by-row
prompting, achieves an F1 score of 19.6% (§5).

Our main contributions are as follows: (1) We
formulate the problem of generating tables from
the parametric knowledge of LLMs; (2) We imple-
ment and evaluate three prompt-based table gener-
ation methods; (3) We introduce WIKITABGEN, a
new table generation benchmark; and (4) We con-
duct an extensive analysis of the table generation
performance of state-of-the-art LLMs. Our paper
highlights key challenges in table generation, with
factors such as table size, numerical values, and
popularity all playing a significant role in LLM
performance. We hope that our methods, analysis,
and evaluation benchmark will encourage future
research on tabular data generation with LLMs.

2 Problem Definition

Given a short user description, our goal is to gen-
erate a corresponding table with factually accurate
knowledge. A relational table (Codd, 1990) T =
(R,C) comprises a set of rows R = {r1, r2, . . . }
and a set of columns C = {c1, c2 . . . }. A table
cell, denoted r[c], contains the value of column
c in row r. Key columns are a subset Ck ⊂ C
that uniquely define each entry (row) in T and the
corresponding cells do not contain null or empty
values. For example, the table in Fig. 4 has the
columns year and competition as its keys. Each
table entry such as venue, corresponds to a unique
year, competition pair.

Provided with a table description d and a list of
desired table columns C, our task is to generate a
corresponding table T (R̂, C), where the generated
rows R̂ contain factually accurate information.

An example problem is shown in Fig. 1. The
table description is “Achievements of Susen Tiedke
from 1987 to 2000”, while the target columns are:
year, competition,venue, and position. The first
two are key columns, underlined in Fig. 1. Using
one of our suggested prompting methods (§3), the
LLM then generates in response a final results table
T (R̂, C), as shown in the bottom of the figure.

3 Prompting LLMs to Generate Tables

Given a table description and list of target columns
C, we examine LLMs performance in generating
the corresponding table T (R̂, C). We focus exclu-
sively on the knowledge stored in the LLM, with



2.B. Key generation prompt

The key columns in the table are year, competition. 
List all competition, year entities for the table. 
The response will be formatted as JSON:

[ {"year": _year, 
    "competition": _competition} ]

1. Table desc.

“Create a table with the detailed 
information about the achievements 
of Susen Tiedtke from 1987 to 2000”

2.A. Full Table prompt

Each element of the response will contain 4 fields: ['year', 'competition', 'venue', 'position']. The 
response will be formatted as JSON shown below:

[{"year": _year, "competition": _competition, "venue": _venue, "position": _position}]

3.B. Cell-by-cell (cell generation prompt)

For the table row whose key is (year = 1987, competition = European 
Junior Championships) what is the value of attribute venue?
The response will be formatted as JSON dictionary: {"venue": _venue}

3.A. Row-by-row (row generation prompt)

Columns are year, competition, venue, position. Retrieve a single row whose key is:  
(year = 1987, competition = European Junior Championships)

The response will be formatted as JSON dictionary: 

{ "year": "1987", "competition": "European Junior Championships", 
"venue": _venue, "position": _position}

venue

Birmingham

Tokyo

…

position

3rd

5th

…

year

1987

1991

…

competition

European Junior

World Championship

…

venue

Birmingham

Tokyo

…

pos.

3rd

5th

…

Figure 2: An overview of our three separate prompting methods for table generation, given a short user description
and table metadata (Fig. 1): (2.A) Full table directly generates the table given the user desc. and its columns; (2.B)
Key-generation is used in both the row-by-row and cell-by-cell methods; (3.A) Row-by-row generates a table row
given a unique key value, e.g. (1987, EU Junior Championship); (3.B) Cell-by-cell generates a single table cell
given a key value and specific target column e.g. venue → Birmingham.

retrieval-augmented methods (Lewis et al., 2020;
Yoran et al., 2023) being orthogonal to our study.

We implement three prompting methods to gen-
erate tables, presented in Fig. 1. Our first approach
(a) prompts the LLM to generate the full table all
at once. However, as the target table may be quite
large (e.g. evaluation tables in §4 have 1.5K tokens
on average), we also experiment with a modular
prompting approach (Khot et al., 2022). Therefore
we introduce two additional prompting methods
that generate tables in a gradual, (b) row-by-row
or (c) cell-by-cell manner. An in-depth example of
our prompting methods is provided in Fig. 2. Note
that all prompts in the figure are appended with the
table description and columns (prompt 1 in Fig. 2).
Next, we detail the prompts used for each of our
methods. All of our prompts can be found in §A
and in our public repository.

(a) Full-table. Given the table description and
target columns The LLM is prompted to generate
all table rows. Example prompts are prompts 1
and 2.A in Fig. 2 which are both concatenated and
provided as input to the LLM.

(b) Row-by-row. We implement a two-stage
prompting method, prompting to separate instances
of the LLM. First, we prompt the LLM for key
generation to generate the values of all the key
columns Ck. As key values are a unique identifier

for each table entry (§2), we prompt a second in-
stance of the LLM, to generate the full table row,
for a given key value. Thus, for each key cell
r̂i[Ck] that was output by the first LLM, we gener-
ate a subsequent prompt to retrieve the remaining
row entries r̂i[C \Ck]. In total, we generate |R̂|+1
prompts, where |R̂| is the number of key values
output by the key generation prompted LLM.

In Fig. 2, box 2.B describes the key genera-
tion prompt. Given the table description, and key
columns competition and year, the LLM gener-
ates a list of corresponding years and competi-
tions which Susen Tiedtke participated in. Next,
each key value returned by the first LLM, is used
to generate the remaining row entries. Prompt
3.A prompts the row generation LLM to populate
columns venue, position which correspond to
key ⟨“European Junior”, “1987”⟩. The generated
values being “Birmingham”, and “3rd”. A new
row-by-row prompt is then generated for the follow-
ing keys, e.g. ⟨“World Championship”, “1991”⟩.

(c) Cell-by-cell. This is a two-stage approach that
generates each table cell individually. The first
stage is identical to row-by-row, using prompt 2.B
to generate all key column values. Then, we use
a separate prompt for each table cell, rather than a
full row. For each column c ∈ C \ Ck we create a
dedicated prompt to generate the cell r̂i[c], based
on the target column and the generated key for ri.
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Figure 3: WIKITABGEN properties distribution: Number of Cells, Ratio of Numeric Columns, and Table Popularity.

In total, we use |R̂| · |C \ Ck|+ 1 prompts, one to
generate the keys, and |R̂| · |C \ Ck| to generate
each of the non-key cells.

Prompt 3.B in Fig. 2 describes the cell-by-cell
method. Given key ⟨“European Junior”, “1987”⟩,
the corresponding cell in column venue is gener-
ated (Birmingham). The same prompt is then used
for different keys and columns (position).

Generated Output Format. When prompting
LLMs we instruct it to return the output in JSON
format, also shown in Fig. 2. We chose JSON fol-
lowing past work (Singha et al., 2023) and based
on our own results. Namely, observed better perfor-
mance compared to formats such as CSV and SQL,
when evaluated on our held-out development set
(see §4). For the row-by-row and cell-by-cell meth-
ods, we process and merge all individual JSON
responses to construct the full output table.

4 WIKITABGEN Benchmark

To evaluate our methods (§3), we introduce a new
table generation benchmark called WIKITABGEN.
An instance of WIKITABGEN consists of a short
manually written description d, a list of target
columns C and a corresponding table T = (R,C).
As this benchmark targets LLM table generation,
based on their parametric knowledge, we consid-
ered several key priniciples in its construction:
• Information Coverage: evaluation tables must

contain complete information to avoid instances
where the LLM generates accurate entries that
are missing from the ground-truth tables.

• Factual Consistency: tables should include static
factual data, to ensure consistent evaluation over
time as LLMs evolve (Zhang and Choi, 2021).

• Conciseness: table cells should contain concise
string, categorical or numeric information, to
avoid long descriptive text which is more difficult
to evaluate compared to the ground truth.

• Diversity: the benchmark should include a di-

                      Susen Tiedtke (former long jumper) Achievements

Year Competition Venue Position

1987
European Junior 
Championships

Birmingham, 
England

3

…. …. …. ….

1993
World Indoor 

Championships
Toronto, Canada 2

1993 World Championships Stuttgart, Germany 9

…. …. …. ….

2000 Olympic Games Sydney, Australia 5

WikiTabGen Table Meta Data:
Table Description: “Susen Tiedtke 

Achievement Between 1987 and 2000”

Key columns: “Year”, “Competition”

Non-Key Columns: “Venue”, “Position”

Numeric columns: “Position” (1 of 2)

Table size: 10 rows, 4 columns (40 cells)

Table Popularity: 504.5

Table Title:Susen Tiedtke Achievement Between 1987 and 2000”

Key columns: “Year”, 
“Competition”

Data Columns: “Venue”, 
“Position”

Numeric data columns: 
“Position” (1 of 2)

Table size: 10 rows, 4 
columns (40 cells)

Table Popularity:

Figure 4: WIKITABGEN example table and meta-data.

verse set of tables in terms of structural proper-
ties such as size, data types (e.g., numeric data
ratio), and the table “popularity” which may indi-
cate the prevalence of its information during the
LLM’s pre-training (Mallen et al., 2022).
Following these principle, opted to use ta-

ble from Wikipedia, as our evaluation bench-
mark. Wikipedia information is normally used to
evaluate the closed-book performance of LLMs,
as it contains factual and objective information
(Kwiatkowski et al., 2019). This contrasts certain
tabular datasets which may contain domain-specific
data (Yu et al., 2018). Furthermore, as Wikipedia
data forms part of LLMs pre-training data (Brown
et al., 2020; Touvron et al., 2023a), we view it as
ideal to gauge the extent to which such models
memorize tabular data.

To build our benchmark, we iterate over the
Wikipedia tables provided by Bhagavatula et al.
(2015).2 First, we discard all tables that are “non-
relational”, i.e. contain a composite header, nested
tables or inverted tables. We additionally remove ta-
bles that are too small, where |R| < 10 or |C| < 2.
Next, we manually selected 119 random tables
with diverse number of columns, rows and por-
tion of numeric values (numbers and dates). To
ensure evaluation coverage we removed columns
with partial entries. In addition, columns contain-
ing long texts were omitted to ensure a concise

2Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License.



evaluation. Lastly, we manually annotated each
table with a short description in natural language
to describe its contents. We chose to manually
write table descriptions as the original table cap-
tions were often ambiguous or did not accurately
describe the table. Furthermore, as Wikipedia
tables may expand over time (e.g. new NBA
championship teams), we made sure to specify the
concrete time-frame in such examples, following
Zhang and Choi (2021), e.g. “George Clooney
Films released between 1983 and 2013”

As shown in Fig. 4, each table in WIKITABGEN

is provided with additional metadata, consisting of
its: text description; table size (number of columns,
rows and cells); key-columns; numeric columns
(containing numbers or dates); and table popularity.
Inspired by Mallen et al. (2022), we define table
popularity as the average number of monthly views
to the Wikipedia page containing the said table. To
measure pages views we use the Wikipedia API.3

Overall, WIKITABGEN has 119 examples,
where 100 tables are used for evaluation (§5) and
the remaining 19 are a held-out development set
which we used when implementing our methods. In
Fig. 3 we plot the distribution of three of the afore-
mentioned properties in WIKITABGEN: size, nu-
meric column ratio and popularity. In terms of size,
our evaluation tables have 77.5 rows, 6.9 columns
and 453 cells on average, with an average length of
1,497 tokens. The average percentage of numeric
columns per table is 62% of columns, showcasing
the prevalence of numerical data in our tables. In
terms of table popularity, the average number of
monthly views per table is 8,449. In §6 we further
explore each of these properties and evaluate their
effect on table generation performance.

5 Experimental Setting

We describe our experimental setting for evaluating
the table generation capabilities of LLMs. All mod-
els were evaluated on the WIKITABGEN bench-
mark. Next, we list the LLMs, prompts and evalu-
ation methods used for table generation. Last, we
detail our different experimental scenarios.

5.1 Language Models and Prompts

In our experiments we evaluate four popular
LLMs. The first two are the state-of-the-
art mdels from OpenAI (Achiam et al., 2023):
GPT-3.5 (gpt-3.5-turbo-instruct-0914) and

3https://api.wikimedia.org

GPT-4 (gpt-4-1106-preview). In addition,
we evaluate two open-source LLMs from
MetaAI: (Touvron et al., 2023b): Llama2-
13B (Llama-2-13b-chat-hf) and Llama2-70B
(Llama-2-70b-chat-hf). The same prompts de-
scribed in §3 were used across all four LLMs, with
the generation temperature set to zero. When devel-
oping our prompting methods, we used the held-out
set of 19 tables, described in §4. This set was re-
served for prompt engineering (experimenting with
different output formats JSON, CSV, etc.) and is
not included in the evaluation set of WIKITABGEN.

5.2 Evaluation Method
We evaluate the accuracy of LLM generated tables
against the ground-truth tables. Unlike list QA
(Amouyal et al., 2022), when evaluating table gen-
eration we compare two list of table rows, where
each row has multiple cells. We use a two-step
evaluation which first aligns rows based on their
key values, then matches each cell in the row.

Given output table T̂ (R̂, C) and ground-truth
table T (R,C), we first align the rows R̂ to their
corresponding rows in R by matching their respec-
tive keys, namely r̂ ; r ⇐⇒ r̂[Ck] = r[Ck].
For rows with multiple key columns, all values
must be identical. We check for an exact match of
the cell content and allow a ±0.1% error for nu-
meric values (in §B, we describe how we compare
date values and handle null, missing and duplicate
cells). A correct cell in T (R̂, C) is a cell r̂[c] such
that r̂ ; r ∧ r̂[c] = r[c] i.e. row r̂ is aligned with
r in the ground-truth table, and their corresponding
values in column c are identical. We then calculate
Table Precision as # Correct Cells

# Generated Cells , and Table Recall
as # Correct Cells

# Ground-Truth Cells and corresponding F1 score.
For our analysis in §6, we also consider the pre-

cision, recall, and F1 scores separately for keys and
non-keys. The keys scores are calculated based on
the number of matching keys, where for each row
all the cells of Ck must match. For non-key cell
scores we consider only cells inC\Ck. We provide
the formulas in Appendix B.

5.3 Table Generation Scenarios
In addition to the table generation scenario de-
scribed in §2, where the generation request con-
tains only the table description and list of columns,
we considered two alternative scenarios where ad-
ditional information is provided to the LLM:

Table Row Example. In this scenario, in addi-
tion to the description and list of columns, we also

https://api.wikimedia.org


LLM Method Keys Non-Keys Overall

Recall Precision F1 Recall Precision F1 Recall Precision F1

GPT-3.5 Full tab. 44.6% 59.4% 46.4% 9.0% 13.3% 9.6% 15.4% 21.2% 16.1%
Row-by-row 51.5% 55.6% 49.4% 7.0% 10.3% 7.2% 14.6% 18.0% 14.3%
Cell-by-cell 51.5% 55.6% 49.4% 7.5% 10.4% 7.6% 15.0% 18.1% 14.6%

GPT-4 Full tab. 40.6% 62.5% 43.8% 10.4% 18.0% 11.5% 16.0% 25.7% 17.5%
Row-by-row 55.8% 55.6% 53.7% 12.3% 13.5% 12.2% 20.0% 21.1% 19.6%
Cell-by-cell 55.7% 55.6% 53.7% 11.2% 12.5% 11.1% 19.0% 20.1% 18.6%

Llama2-13B Full tab. 23.8% 50.5% 28.1% 2.0% 6.2% 2.6% 6.2% 13.8% 7.4%
Row-by-row 31.8% 43.0% 32.4% 2.3% 4.6% 2.6% 7.2% 10.8% 7.5%
Cell-by-cell 31.9% 43.0% 32.5% 0.8% 1.5% 0.8% 6.0% 8.7% 6.2%

Llama2-70B Full tab. 24.7% 49.0% 29.0% 2.5% 7.4% 3.4% 6.7% 14.6% 8.0%
Row-by-row 42.1% 46.6% 41.4% 3.3% 5.5% 3.4% 9.3% 12.1% 9.3%
Cell-by-cell 42.1% 46.6% 41.4% 2.3% 4.4% 2.4% 8.5% 11.1% 8.4%

Table 1: Table generation performance metrics for the different models and prompting methods.

provide the LLM with an example row r[C] from
the target table. We examine if such an example
improves the LLM’s performance in generating the
rest of the table. We tested this scenario on all
prompting methods (§3) by concatenating the first
row of the target table to the table description.

Oracle Keys. This ablation provides the LLM
the ground-truth set of keys cells R[Ck] and mea-
sures the model’s performance in generating the
remaining cells. This scenario is particularly rel-
evant for applications where the keys are known
in advance, and the task involves filling in the as-
sociated data. We conducted this experiment for
both the row-by-row and cell-by-cell prompting
methods by skipping the keys generation prompt
(prompt 2.B in Fig. 2), and providing the ground-
truth keys instead.

6 Results and Analysis

We begin by describing our main results for table
generation, for each of our LLMs and prompting
methods. Then, we present the results for our addi-
tional scenarios, when including the first table row
or the ground-truth of key values. Next, we analyze
the generation cost and accuracy trade-offs of each
prompting methods. Lastly, we examine the effect
of table properties (size, numeric data, and table
popularity) on the LLM generation performance.

6.1 Table Generation Performance
Tab. 1 presents the table generation results of our
three prompting methods, when evaluated for each
LLM on WIKITABGEN. We list the precision, re-
call, and F1 scores for keys, non-keys, and the full
tables (averaged across all tables). GPT-4 is the
top-performing model, consistently surpassing the

other LLMs, and reaches the highest overall F1
score, when using the row-by-row prompt (19.6%).

For all LLMs, we observe that the row-by-row
and cell-by-cell methods significantly improve the
keys generation performance (see keys F1 scores
in Tab. 1). This demonstrates the effectiveness of
separating the table generation into keys and non-
key cells. Besides GPT-3.5, for GPT-4, Llama2-
13B, and Llama2-70B, the top performance was
using the row-by-row method. We note that the
keys generation performance is significantly higher
that for non-key cells (53.7% compared to 12.5%-
19.5% for GPT-4).

6.2 Additional Generation Scenarios

We measure the effect of providing additional in-
formation during table generation: (1) an example
row, (2) the ground-truth table keys.

Table Row Example. Tab. 2 lists the perfor-
mance results when including an example row from
the target table (as we omit the example row from
the F1 calculations our results slightly differ from
Tab. 1). We chose to omit cell-by-cell evaluation,
as row-by-row consistently outperformed the ap-
proach and due to the high cost of cell-by-cell
(§6.3). The overall F1 score is consistently higher
when an example row is added. As shown in the
table, this improvement generally stems from better
performance in the non-keys generation rather than
in generating the table keys.

Oracle Keys. Tab. 3 describes the performance
of all LLMs, using the row-by-row method, when
given the ground-truth key values. As expected,
the overall F1 scores are significantly higher when
using oracle keys, because now R̂[Ck] = R[Ck].
We observe an additional improvement in the non-



LLM Method Keys F1 (%) Non-Keys F1 (%) Overall F1 (%)

No-Example Example No-Example Example No-Example Example

GPT-3.5 Full tab. 46.0 49.0 9.4 10.9 15.9 17.9
Row-by-row 49.6 49.1 7.0 7.6 14.2 14.6

GPT-4 Full tab. 43.4 49.4 11.3 14.5 17.2 21.4
Row-by-row 55.1 55.3 12.5 14.8 20.1 21.9

Llama2-13B Full tab. 27.2 27.5 2.3 3.9 7.0 8.4
Row-by-row 32.5 32.4 2.6 3.5 7.5 8.4

Llama2-70B Full tab. 28.4 31.3 3.2 5.0 7.8 9.7
Row-by-row 39.8 39.7 3.1 3.8 8.9 9.5

Table 2: Performance comparison with and without an example row, using full table and row-by-row methods.

LLM Non-Keys F1 (%) Overall F1 (%)

Base. Orac. Base. Orac.

GPT-3.5 7.2 17.6 (+10.4) 14.3 35.0 (+20.7)
GPT-4 12.2 23.9 (+11.7) 19.6 40.0 (+20.4)
Llama2-13B 2.6 10.3 (+7.7) 7.5 29.5 (+22.0)
Llama2-70B 3.4 12.8 (+9.4) 9.3 31.4 (+22.1)

Table 3: Performance comparison of the row-by-row
method with and without oracle keys.

keys F1, which is expected as more table rows were
aligned to the target table (given the keys), and thus
more cells were successfully matched.

6.3 Prompting Cost Analysis
We analyze the performance of our prompting
methods as a function of their overall cost.

Our motivation for both the row-by-row and cell-
by-cell methods was to generate larger tables, by
breaking down table generation into two stages.
Therefore, in Fig. 5 compare the performance of
out three prompting methods as a function of ta-
ble size. We measure the F1 scores on tables be-
tween 20 to 1,000+ cells. For smaller tables, with
up to 500 cells, all prompting methods perform
roughly the same. However, as the number of cells
increases, both the row-by-row and cell-by-cell
methods outperform the full table generation.

However, while outperforming full-table, as ta-
ble size increase, both row-by-row and cell-by-cell
require significantly more tokens in their prompts,
shown in Fig. 6. Therefore, these methods incur
much higher costs, in particular when employing
commercial LLMs.4 The output number of tokens
is roughly similar for all approaches however, the
two-stage approach have a significantly larger in-
put due to the repeated use of distinct row and cell

4Costs are calculated based on GPT-4 prompt sizes, with
similar results also obtained for the other LLMs.
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Figure 5: Prompting performance w.r.t. table size.

Figure 6: Cost analysis of prompting methods.

generation prompts (prompts 3.A, 3.B in Fig. 2).

6.4 Table Properties Effect on Performance

As noted in §4, we systematically measure the ef-
fect of table properties such as the size, numeric
data and table popularity affect the LLM generation
performance.

Fig. 7 displays the table F1 scores as a function
of the number of table cells, percentage of numer-
ical data columns (number or date cells) and the
table popularity score. These results are provided
for all four of experiments LLMs, using the full-
table generation method. As our aim is to measure
the effect each property has on the LLM (not to
compare different methods), we consider this to be
an apt choice of setting. A further breakdown of
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Figure 7: The effect of table size, the ratio of numeric columns, and table popularity on the generation performance
of the full-table method, with four different LLMs.

the properties’ effect on the keys and non-keys F1
scores is provided in §C.

As shown in Fig. 7a, the larger the table, the
lower the F1 scores are for all LLMs. In §6.3 we
observed this trend to be less apparent for the row-
by-row and cell-by-cell methods.

Fig. 7b measures the effect of that the percentage
of columns containing numbers or dates has on
performance. We observe a decrease in F1 as the
portion of numerical content is higher. We attribute
the slight increase in fully numeric to the fact that
such tables in WIKITABGEN contain demographic
information where the key column is year, which
is easier for the LLMs to generate.

Fig. 7c displays the positive effect of table popu-
larity on performance. This potentially stems from
the prevalence of more popular Wikipedia pages
(or related entities) in the LLMs’ training data. Un-
surprising, the less common the tabular information
is, the more difficult it is for the LLM to generate.

From this analysis, we conclude that generating
tables from LLMs’ parametric knowledge is more
challenging when the tables are larger, have a high
portion of numerical data, or concern less topics.

7 Related Work

Machine reasoning on table using pre-trained
LLMs has largely been explored in the context
of data augmentation (Borisov et al., 2022; Zhang
et al., 2023) to improve the performance on down-
stream tasks. The focus has largely been on tasks
where a table is provided as input to the model
namely: QA over tables (Chen et al., 2020b, 2022;
Seedat et al., 2023), text-to-SQL translation (Deng
et al., 2021; Wolfson et al., 2022), table editing
(Li et al., 2023; Sui et al., 2023) and table-to-text
generation (Parikh et al., 2020). Conversely, our
approach receives only a user query and schema as

input, and is tasked with generating an entire table.
Closest to ours are the recent table generation

datasets by Pal et al. (2023); Akhtar et al. (2024). In
both works the LLM is provided with a user query
(in text or SQL) and is tasked with generating a ta-
ble, as the query answer. Pal et al. (2023) evaluate
on tables from the Spider dataset (Yu et al., 2018),
which contains domain-specific information that is
less likely to be stored in the parametric knowledge
of LLMs. Similar to us, Akhtar et al. (2024) rely on
Wikipedia however, they automatically construct
new tables which are relatively small (average of
6.7 rows, 4 columns). By comparison our evalua-
tion is on larger tables with the median number of
rows being 48 (average of 77.5 rows, 6.9 columns).
This emphasizes our focus on extracting long-form
tabular data from LLMs, thereby extending past at-
tempts on KBs and text (Cohen et al., 2023; Mallen
et al., 2022; Carlini et al., 2022).

Our key generation phase in §3 is an instance of a
list question answering problem. The challenge of
list QA in LLMs has been explored in recent works
(Amouyal et al., 2022; Malaviya et al., 2023). How-
ever, we further expand this challenge by focusing
on generating the entire table.

8 Conclusion

This paper explores the capability of state-of-the-
art LLMs to generate entire tables, by relying ex-
clusively on their parametric knowledge. We intro-
duced three prompt-based table generation meth-
ods and evaluated them on our newly constructed
benchmark, WIKITABGENȮur results and analysis
of four state-of-the-art models underscore the over-
all challenge which table generation poses to LLMs.
We hope that WIKITABGEN and our comprehen-
sive analysis will provide a concrete framework for
future research on table generation using LLMs.



9 Limitations

We now list the limitations to our work.
Our first limitation is the size of the WIKITAB-

GEN evaluation benchmark, which contains 100
tables. We atribute this size mainly to the high gen-
eration costs of running state-of-the-art LLMs on
large tables §6.3. As noted in §4, the tables in WIK-
ITABGEN contain close to 1,500 tokens on average,
evaluating them using commercial, state-of-the-art
LLMs is non-trivial.

Second, all tables in WIKITABGEN are tied to a
single source, i.e. Wikipedia articles. This choice
was made to ensure that the underlying information
exists in common LLMs training data. However,
we did not examine the performance on tables gen-
erated from other sources, such as news articles or
tables that require multi-source integration.

Third, our evaluation metric for generation per-
formance is based on a strict, almost exact com-
parison of cell values (see §5.2 and §B). This ap-
proach can sometimes result in LLMs being pe-
nalized for minor formatting errors. However, we
chose this rigorous method over more relaxed alter-
natives (such as those based on semantic similarity
or fuzzy matching) because the WIKITABGEN ta-
ble cells contain concise categorical or numeric
information, often consisting of fewer than four
tokens. Consequently, even minor inaccuracies can
significantly impact the performance assessment.
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A Table Generation Prompts

In this section we provide the prompt templates
used in each of our table generation methods.
Figs. 8-11 present our prompt templates used for:
full table generation method, keys generation, row-
by-row, and cell-by-cell method.

B Evaluation Method Details

B.1 Cell Value Matching
We next describe our evaluation method in more
detail, given an output table T̂ (R̂, C) and ground-
truth table T (R,C).

As described in §5.2, we use exact value com-
parison of cell textual content and allow a ±0.1%
error for numeric values. Before comparing tex-
tual cells, we first convert them to lower case, and
remove non alphanumeric symbols and spaces.

As for date values, we first parse and convert
cells with date values to a Python Date object, and
then compare the canonical dates. This is to avoid
cases where cells are deemed as a non-match due to
differences in the date format. For example, in our
evaluation process, two date values representing
the same date, such as "2014-05-16" and "16th,
May, 2014", will be considered the same.

We further treat “none”, “n/a” ,“nan” and empty
cells as identical in terms of value matching.

B.2 Precision and Recall Computation for
Tables

For a given output table T̂ (R̂, C) and ground-truth
table T (R,C), we first align the rows R̂ to their
corresponding rows in R by matching their respec-
tive keys, namely r̂ ; r ⇐⇒ r̂[Ck] = r[Ck].
For rows with composite keys, all key values must
be identical, i.e., ∀ck ∈ Ckr̂[ck] = r[ck].

Recall that a correct cell in T (R̂, C) is a cell
r̂[c] such that r̂[c] = r[c] ∧ r̂ ; r. Namely, row
r̂ is aligned with a row r in the ground-truth table,
and their corresponding cell values in column c are
identical.

We next provide the precision and recall formu-
las we used for keys, non-keys, and tables.

For keys, we compare R̂[Ck] and R[Ck] as fol-
lows. Let the number of matching keys ϕ = |{r ∈
R̂,∀ck ∈ Ck r̂[ck] = r[ck]}| Then keys precision
is calculated by ϕ

|R̂|
and keys recall is given by ϕ

|R| .

For non-keys, we compare R̂[C \Ck] and R[C \
Ck]. After aligning R̂ and R, we compute the num-
ber of correct keys, denoted by ψ = |{(r, c), r ∈

R̂ ∧ c ∈ C \Ck ∧ r ; r̂ ∧ r̂[c] = r[c]}|. Then the
non-keys precision is calculated by ψ

|R̂[C\Ck]|
and

non-keys recall is calculated by ψ
|R[C\Ck]| .

Last, for the table precision and recall, we per-
form a similar evaluation, now defining the number
of correct cells, denoted by τ , as all correct cells
in the table. Namely, τ = |{(r, c), r ∈ R̂ ∧ c ∈
C ∧ r ; r̂∧ r̂[c] = r[c]}|, then the table precision
is simply calculated by τ

|R̂[C]|
and table recall is

calculated by τ
|R[C]| .

C Table Properties Effect on Performance

In §6.4 we examine how the table properties such
as the size, amount of numeric data, and table popu-
larity affect the generation performance. In Fig. 12
we present the effect of these three properties on
both the keys F1, non-keys F1, and full table F1.
We can see, for instance, that the table size neg-
atively affects both the keys F1 and the non-keys
F1 scores (see Fig. 12 (a) and Fig. 12 (b)), and the
ratio of numeric columns has a negative effect, as
expected, only the non-keys F1 (see Fig. 12 (e)).
The table popularity also have a strong effect on
both the keys F1 and the non-keys F1 (Fig. 12 (g)
and Fig. 12 (h)).



Full-table generation template:
You are a retriever of facts. List all {table description}. The response will be formatted as JSON shown below. Each
element of the response will contain {num columns} fields: {column1, column2, ...}
Do not output any additional text that is not in JSON format.
RESPONSE FORMAT: [{ column1: value1, column2: value2, ... }]

Full-table generation (populated example):
You are a retriever of facts. List all achievements of Susen Tiedtke from 1987 to 2000. The response will be formatted as
JSON shown below. Each element of the response will contain 4 fields: [’year’, ’competition’, ’venue’, ’position’]. Do not
output any additional text that is not in JSON format.
RESPONSE FORMAT: [{ “year”: _year, “competition”: _competition, “venue”: _venue, “position”: _position }]

Figure 8: Full-table generation prompt.

Keys generation template:
You are a retriever of facts. We want to create a table with the detailed information about {table description}. The key
columns in the table are {key1, (key2, ...)}. List all {key1, (key2, ...)} entities for the table. The response will be
formatted as JSON list shown below.
RESPONSE FORMAT: [{ key: value1, key2: value2, ... }]

Keys generation (populated example):
You are a retriever of facts. We want to create a table with the detailed information about achievements of Susen Tiedtke
from 1987 to 2000. The key columns in the table are competition, year. List all competition, year entities for the table. The
response will be formatted as JSON list shown below.
RESPONSE FORMAT: [{ “competition”: _competition, “year”: _year }]

Figure 9: Key columns generation prompt.

Row generation template:
You are a retriever of facts. We want to create a table with the detailed information about {table description}. Columns
in the table are {columns}. The key columns in the table are {key1, (key2, ...)}. Retrieve a single row whose key is
({key = value}). The response will be formatted as JSON dictionary shown below. Pay special attention to wrap all values
in double quotes!
RESPONSE FORMAT: [{ column1: value1, column2: value2, ... }]

Row generation (populated example):
You are a retriever of facts. We want to create a table with the detailed information about achievements of Susen Tiedtke from
1987 to 2000. Columns in the table are year, competition, venue, position. The key columns in the table are competition,
year. Retrieve a single row whose key is (year = 1987, competition = World Championships). The response will be formatted
as JSON dictionary shown below. Pay special attention to wrap all values in double quotes!
RESPONSE FORMAT: { “year”: 1987, “competition”: World Championships, “venue”: _venue, “position”: _position }

Figure 10: Row-by-row (row generation) prompt.

Cell generation template:
You are a retriever of facts. We want to create a table with the detailed information about {table description}. Columns
in the table are {column1, column2, ...}. The key columns in the table are {key1, (key2, ...)}. For the table row whose
key is is ({key = value}) what is the value of attribute {column}. The response will be formatted as JSON dictionary
shown below. Pay special attention to wrap all values in double quotes!
RESPONSE FORMAT: { column: value }

Cell generation (populated example):
You are a retriever of facts. We want to create a table with the detailed information about achievements of Susen Tiedtke from
1987 to 2000. Columns in the table are year, competition, venue, position. The key columns in the table are competition,
year. For the table row whose key is (year = 1987, competition = World Championships) what is the value of attribute venue.
The response will be formatted as JSON dictionary shown below. Pay special attention to wrap all values in double quotes!
RESPONSE FORMAT: { “venue”: _venue }

Figure 11: Cell-by-cell (cell generation) prompt.
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Figure 12: The effect of table size, the ratio of numeric columns, and table popularity on the generation performance
of the full-table method, with four different LLMs. Additional breakdown of generation performance based on cells
in key columns versus non-key columns.


